
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Stage 1 Autumn :  Year 2 

WHY? 
 

Children will learn how everybody is 
different and how, and why, people 
celebrate different occasions. Chil-
dren will explore celebrations using 
the senses and develop a sense of 
belonging. Children will also learn 
the importance of respect for all 
cultures and religions.  

 

Literacy 
We will share fiction texts set in the home such as Whatever Next and The Party 
(Bag Book about Diwali). Our poetry focus will be rhyming couplets.  
We will participate in role play and drama linked to celebrations and use our 
experiences in our writing using recounts.. 
We will develop  mark making and pencil control e.g. through Rangoli patterns. 
There will be opportunities for developing name writing on cards, letters to Santa 
and invitations etc. 
 
 
 

Mathematics: 
Topic related counting rhymes and real life activities including money will be 
planned as we continue to develop counting and calculation skills. We will devel-
op our knowledge and understanding of shape and space and use it e.g. to create 
rockets. We will look at patterns and create our own patterns e.g. rangoli, wrap-
ping paper, paper chains. There will b opportunities to develop an understanding 
of time (days, weeks, months and years) as celebrations are studied. The concept 
of sharing will provide opportunities to learn about fractions. 
 
 

Science:  The senses (Animals including humans )/  
Seasonal Changes 
We will talk about changes in the weather and the seasons.  Pupils might work 
scientifically by: making tables and charts about the weather; and making displays 
of what happens in the world around them, including day length, as the seasons 
change.   We will identify, name, draw and label the basic parts of the human 
body and say which part of the body is associated with each sense.  

SMSC / PSHE 

History: 
We will be learning about significant historical events within celebrations. We will look at the different 
celebrations from British culture and other cultures and traditions. We will explore the importance of 
‘Bonfire night’ and the reasons behind the history of ‘Guy Fawkes’ and it’s historical significance. Chil-
dren will also explore ‘Remembrance’ and how Britain and around the world remember and celebrate 
those war heroes that fought for their country in past and present wars.  

Design & Technology: 
We will learn how to select appropriate resources, tools and techniques when making our own 3D fire-
works.  

 
 

Art and design: We will explore different media throughout our topic this term, such as making Diva lamps using play dough or 

clay and creating firework pictures using a range of materials , including squirting paint from a syringe, and IT Art packages to create 
firework effects. 
We will explore the effects that light d dark has on objects  
We will explore different media throughout our topic this term, such as making Diva lamps using play dough or clay and creating firework 
pictures using a range of materials , including squirting paint from a syringe, and IT Art packages to create firework effects. 

We will explore the effects that light d dark has on objects and upon our feelings and experiences. 

We will explore making dark and light marks and images. 

PE:  
Premier sport input, 
Swimming. 
Gymnastics / dance = sequencing movements. 

Music: Learn traditional Christmas Songs from around the world.  Listen to 
music linked to Remembrance, festival of light and bonfire night. 
 

Celebrations 
 

PSHE—belonging to groups, the 
people around me 
 
S: Sharing with others 
M:collecting for the foodbank.  
S: Christmas  
C: Cultural music and dance.  

 

RE:  Explore the preparations for and find out about festivals, find out about 
ceremonies in which special moments are marked, identify symbolic actions, 
gestures and rituals.  

 

Computing: 
DL—consider access to IT such as computers and discuss how e safety 
affects how we use IT.  Look at uses of IT beyond school.  

Geography: 
As geographers we will be building on our locational knowledge, looking at countries and 
continents on Google earth and the world map where different celebrations take place. 
 


